
 

Commitment, Diligence, Persistence, Practice = Magic! 
 

Imagine living a life where you could do no wrong, where life flowed naturally and     
with ease and the Universe worked magically in a silent conspiracy to organize           

the outcome of your heart’s desires. 

Imagine that the Universe was a “dream machine” working to fulfill your dreams and 
desires even more perfectly than you could imagine them. 

Imagine living in bliss and gratitude as your natural state and being able to realize    
joyful success in anything you decided to undertake. 

Imagine living without stress or strain or worry and having a sense of fulfillment               
in just being yourself. 

Imagine that everything you did or said added to the value of others and your 
environment.  That all the things and people you value were increased by                  

your presence and attention. 

Imagine knowing whatever you needed to know as you needed to know it and 
resources seeking you out to make your creative projects be realized with perfection. 

Imagine living in harmony with everyone and everything and being a contributor to it all 
without stress or strain, serenity in every moment and ease in every undertaking. 

Imagine loving everyone and everything with abandon, being Invincible and having      
no need to protect or defend.  Feeling connected to it all as being one Love. 

Imagine that this and much more were realizable for yourself and everyone else         
and that it became contagious for all of Humanity! 

Now, quit imagining and decide to believe it.  Decide to realize it.  Self Mastery is           
all of this and much more.  It is worth giving everything you have to attain it. 

There are little known ways to rapidly accelerate developing these abilities ... 
 
 

The Self Discovery Life Mastery Process is the most direct, Evolutionary           
and Revolutionary strategy – currently available – to rapidly accelerate             

Self and Life Mastery! 
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